PREMIUM SOLID CORE SURFACES FOR THE HOME

Centoni is a range of 12mm solid core benchtops that have all the beauty
and appeal of ceramic combined with exceptional practicality.
Centoni Compact Surfaces are a perfect surface
for kitchens, but are equally at home in the
bathroom.
Centoni can be safely installed in your home
using standard woodworking tools. So Centoni
successfully avoids all the time consuming delays
and inconvenience of other surfaces.
Centoni Compact Surfaces have a multilayer
structure. They are produced by bonding a fibrous
core, together with melamine impregnated decor
papers, under high temperature and pressure.
This makes it particularly suitable for areas where
there may be an extra requirement for hygiene
standards and enhanced moisture resistance
such as in kitchens, bathrooms and living spaces.
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The combination of durability and sleek design
make Centoni Compact Surfaces perfect for a
variety of solutions within the residential interiors
market, from kitchen benchtops to study nooks,
vanity tops, dining tables and more.

QUICK FACTS
- Modern square edge
- 12mm thick
- Resistant to reasonable heat
- Resistant to stains from everyday use
- Enhanced moisture resistance
- Two finishes - Textured or Smooth
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PREMIUM SOLID CORE SURFACES FOR THE HOME

Sleepy Hollow

Italian Marble

Cool Slate

Rustic Oak

Stormy Weather

Powdered Iron

Model Marble

Native Stone

Available within a two-working-day dispatch, tops can be manufactured to your specified sizing direct from our
on-line design centre.
To find out how you could be enjoying these high quality worktops today, contact us or find one of our key
distribution business partners, located near you.

Amorini NZ is a proudly owned and operated company sourcing superior
quality materials from international specialist manufacturers. We combine
21st century designs, material and systems with old-fashioned craftmanship.
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